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REDUCTION OF COLLAPSING LOSS IN RADAR DISPLAYS

INTRODUCTION

When the video output of a radar is displayed on a plan position indicator (PPI) that has signifi-
cantly less resolution than the radar, a collapsing loss L, occurs. In this report we review the extent
of the loss and discuss its importance in current and future shipboard systems. We also investigate
the performance improvement gained by using peak detection/hold circuitry to obtain a pseudoresolu-
tion match between radar and display. Analysis of the improvement to be gained through peak
detection/holding is obtained by computer simulation and by experiment by using an AN/SPS-10 radar
and AN/SPA-25 display located at the Chesapeake Bay Detachment (CBD) of NRL.

The principal features of the computer-based analysis are: (a) a model for simulating the col-
lapsing loss phenomenon in displays, (b) a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain probability-of-false alarm
(PFA) curves for both normal and peak detect/hold cases as a function of threshold value for different
collapsing ratios, and (c) a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain probability-of-detection (PD) curves as a
function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for different collapsing ratios, again for both the normal and
peak detected/held cases. The simulation was run twice; first using linear and then square-law detec-
tion (the amount of loss is influenced by the type of detection).

In the experimental investigation, a digital peak detect/hold circuit with variable peak detect/hold
interval was developed and inserted between the radar and display. The peak detect/hold circuit could J,

be switched in and out to enable comparison of detection performance in each mode. PPI photo-
graphs provide a visible record of comparative performance.

Thus, the theoretical profile of the loss characteristic was obtained by simulation for both the
normal and peak detected/held cases, and a visual indication of the performance improvement was
obtained by experimentation using digital peak detection/hold processing.

No attempt was made to obtain simulation data for any conditions other than Swerling Case 0
(nonfluctuating targets) and single-hit PD.

BACKGROUND

In general, collapsing loss occurs when noise, originating outside the radar-resolution element
that contains the signal, is mixed with the signal and the signal's associated noise Il]. In this report
we are only interested in the collapsing loss that occurs in displays; however, other causes of collaps-
ing loss include excessive range-gate width, improper receiver bandwidth, and summation of doppler
filter banks to a single detector.

Collapsing loss has been defined [2] as the SNR required with M extra noise pulses, when non-
coherently integrating N signal-plus-noise pulses, divided by the SNR required with no extra noise

Manuscript approved April 27. 1987. ZI,
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JARRETr AND TEMES

pulses. The required probabilities of false alarm and detection are the same in both cases. Expressed

in dB, the definition is:

(S IN)N +M
c= 10 log10  (SNN "(1)

(S/IN)N

where (S/N)N+M is the SNR required with N signal-plus-noise and M extra noise pulses, and
(S/N)N is the signal-to-noise ratio required with N signal-plus-noise pulses alone.

In many cases, the integrations required to establish the PD needed to obtain the required SNRs

for Eq. (1) are difficult, and computer simulations or Meyer plots are employed. A parameter called
collapsing ratio has generally been used as a first measure of collapsing loss and is needed when using
Meyer plots. Meyer plots are not directly applicable in determining collapsing loss for the peak
detect/hold case; therefore, Monte Carlo simulation was used to obtain the theoretical loss profile.
Collapsing ratio is defined as

M + N (2)

N

where

N is the number of signal-plus-noise samples integrated, and
M is the number of additional noise-alone samples integrated.

Large values of collapsing ratio imply large collapsing loss; when p = 1 there is no collapsing loss. .

CRT CONSIDERATIONS

In a stroke-type PPI, the receiver output intensity modulates the cathode-ray-tube (CRT) beam
current [3]. The beam, at any instant in time, illuminates a spot on the CRT screen; each time the
radar emits a pulse a trace is produced that travels radially out from the center of the screen. This
trace, commonly called a sweep, rotates in synchronism with the antenna (for rotated antennae) and
the target returns in a radar beamwidth (dwell) produce the characteristic "'banana." It has empiri-

cally been determined that the operator usually performs postdetection integration with an integration
improvement factor approximately proportional to n1 / 2 where n is the number of pulses in a dwell.
The persistence of the screen is longer than the scan time, and there may be some overlap of pulses

from consecutive sweeps. This general effect, when viewed by an observer, is also a part of post-
detection integration. However, it is not postdetection integration we are interested in per se.

Instead, we concentrate on the single sweep (single hit) characteristics of the spot and the integration

therein.

A radar range resolution cell can be defined in terms of the pulse width. Pulse duration (length
of the signal on the CRT) is the equivalent display parameter. When a radar and display are

mismatched, a resolution cell (spot) on the display encompasses a number of radar range resolution ... e

cells. In this situation, if a signal (i.e., point target return) exists, it is normally in only one of the

cells, the others containing noise alone. From Eq. (2),

P= N

N

J. J-A
610=9
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With N = I for our particular case,

p =M + I,

and M + I is the number of radar range resolution cells per display spot size. In this idealized con-
cept the shape of the range resolution cells within the spot is not important (they are defined to be of
equal area), and the spot can be represented as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. I - Idealized representation of the spot

Tp -as M + I range resolution cells

The part of the spot that contains the signal is proportional to the product of the sweep speed s
(in./s) and the pulse width TP (s). Therefore, collapsing ratio could also be defined in this case as

sT= ' (3)

where d is the radial dimension of the spot. Hence, p will change as a function of sweep speed. For
example, if s-, = s ,/2, the number of PPI range resolution cells corresponding to s 2 would be twice
the number corresponding to s1 and P2 = 2 Pj. Collapsing loss is, therefore, higher when the PPI is
set up to display longer ranges. The effect on detectability is most pronounced when the returns have
low SNR. Detectability is further degraded by the fact that the spot size increases, being considerably
larger at the periphery of the CRT than it is at the center.

Collapsing loss also occurs in scan-conversion systems that use raster displays. The situations
are entirely equivalent, and, indeed, since the resolution of stroke displays is generally better than ras-
ter types, an increase in collapsing loss would normally be expected in scan-converted displays.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the signal and noise generators and the two processors used
for comparison of the normal and peak detect/hold cases. The inputs to both processors are identical.
The additive noise is obtained from Gaussian distributed noise samples generated from uniformly dis-
tributed random numbers by the relationship

!,, = N/-InU cos (21rU2), (3a)

where U, and U2 are independent random numbers uniformly distributed on the (0,1) interval. An
independent quadrature variable is generated from the same two random numbers by

Q, = N/-lnU sin (2irU2). (3b)

The variance, 1,2 + Q, is one (average noise power is unity).

Figure 2 depicts the integration process within the spot as the summation of the M + I range
resolution cells of Fig. 1. In actuality, the analogy is to an element of screen area da (spot) along a
sweep whose intensity output is proportional to the sum of M + I samples (beams) only one of %

'.-,
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SPOT REPRESENTED AS
M + 1 RANGE RESOLUTION CELLS

+ EECO [ DTCTO
/ IGNAL SO. LAW = (0 E2 + 0N2 - -D-

o. ODETECTION

0 = NO DETECTIONNOIS DETECTION -- --

MEASURE OF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOT

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of Monte Carlo simulation to obtain PFA and P0

which contains signal. In the same manner, it is convenient to peak detect over M + 1 samples and

sum M + 1 identical values to obtain the signal corresponding to the spot intensity (multiplying the
peak value by M + 1 produces the same result) for the peak detect/hold case.

LINEAR VS SQUARE-LAW DETECTION

Trunk [41 has shown that collapsing loss is greater for linear detection than for square-law detec- .

tion.* Blake [5, pp. 2-25,26] states that "appreciable RF and IF gain usually precedes the second ,

detector, so that the voltage applied to it is usually large enough to ensure this linear type of opera- .

tion. It is important to note that this statement does flog stipulate a large signal-to-noise ratio but,
rather, a large detector input voltage (relative to the value at which the transition from square-law to

linear input-voltage-output-current relationship occurs). Therefore, the .second detector of a :j,

superheterodyne radar receiver usually operates as a linear detector, even for very small signal-to- ,,

noise ratios, or even in the complete absence of a signal, because the noise vqhtage a!'ie is sufficient .

to ensure operation in the linear region." .

Blake also points out that in a linear rectifier there is a square-law relationship for small SNRs

(because of the statistics of the signal-noise superposition) that becomes linear for large SNRs, but the,.,v..,

effect is not because of a square-law. voltage-current relationship. and it does not mean that a linear ,-x

detector becomes a square-law detector for small SNRs. v.1'

In the interest of generality, the approach taken is to do the simulation twice, once for square-
law and once for linear detection, in order to place bounds on the problem. Note, however, that the '

*Helpful discussions with E. Khoury of Business Technological Systems. Inc. on this topic are also acknowledged..%'-

P K
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PD curves to be presented for square-law detection will not be strictly valid, since in any diode detec-
tor receiver there would have been a transition to linear operation at some input value, which, as
Blake has stated, could be at very small SNRs, even on noise alone. Moreover, it is apparent that the
case of most interest is when the SNRs are near those that produce a barely visible sigiial on the
display, and the corresponding improvement that can be gained by means of peak detection/holding.
Whether linear or square-law detection is performed in this region or not is a function of the specific
radar in question. If we accept Blake's position, it would normally be linear.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In determining detection performance of a receiver by a Monte Carlo simulation one must know
the threshold setting that provides a specified PFA [6]. Therefore, the first step in the simulation is to
determine the threshold settings T, and T2 as a function of PFA for various collapsing ratios. This is
accomplished by setting the input signal to zero and measuring PFA as a function of threshold setting.
Figure 3(a) shows a representative example of these results for the normal case, and Fig. 3(b) shows
the peak detect/hold case, for a collapsing ratio of 8. The curves are important insofar as they allow
us to obtain threshold values for a given PFA to use in determining PD as a function of SNR. .%

Using the threshold settings at a PFA value of 10 - , the simulation was then run varying the sig-
nal amplitude. Obtaining data for PFAs lower than 10- 3 does not closely correspond to PPI/operator
detection performance. The results are presented in Figs. 4-9 for collapsing ratios of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
and 64, respectively, where PD is plotted as a function of SNR. SNR is defined as

E 
2

SNR = 10 log 1 (M+I)N (4)
E (M 2+ ()

(M + I)N , 
(

where M + 1 is the number of samples in the spot as shown in Fig. I, N corresponds to the Monte
Carlo number (the number of times the simulation is run with a new set of noise variates for the
spot), and the signal is E cos 21rfif t.

For each collapsing ratio, curves are generated for both the normal and peak detect/hold cases,
and to facilitate comparison, the curve for p = I (no L(.) is also provided. In each figure, part (a) is
for linear detection and part (b) is for square-law detection.

These curves are tabulated in Table I to show the loss and recovery data for a number of col-.¢'I
lapsing ratios for both linear and square-law detection.

Table I - Tabulation of Collapsing Loss Data
(PFA = l0 - -)

Collapsing Collapsing Loss Recovered by Peak
Ratio (dB, approx.) Detection/Holding

P (dB. approx.)
Linear Sq Law Linear Sq Law

2 2.00 0.75 1.50 0.50
4 4.00 2.00 3.50 1.00
8 7.00 2.50 5.50 1.50

16 9.00 4.00 7.50 2.50
32 11.00 5.00 9.00 3.00".%
64 14.00 6.00 12.00 4A)

5W
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Fig. 3 - Probability of false alarm (PFA) vs threshold curves for p = 8; normal
and peak-detected cases; for (a) linear and (b) square-law detection
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Fig. 4 - PD vs SNR. normal and peak detected cases, p = 2. referenced

to p 1 , for (a) linear detection and (b) square-law detection
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For linear detection, peak detection/holding appears to promise a considerable gain at significant
values of collapsing ratio; indeed, it seems possible to limit the losses to within 2 dB for the range of ,
collapsing ratios that would normally be encountered. This assumes the loss characteristic is not
heavily influenced by PFA.

The situation for square-law detection is considerably less promising; in fact, it is doubtful that
many would consider peak detection/holding worthwhile if only square-law detection were expected.
However, displays are not normally developed for specific applications, and we conclude linear detec-
tion is probably the dominant case.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 10 shows the peak detect/hold circuit, which uses digital techniques and functions as a
black box inserted between a radar video output and a PPI display. It samples the video over a group
of radar range cells corresponding to the display cell size, i.e., over p range cells selects the largest
sample in the group, and applies this signal to the display, thus covering approximately one display
cell per peak detect/hold interval. The interval is operator selectable to allow matching for any com-
bination of pulse width and sweep rate. The procedure can be automated, as shown later.

VIDEO IN

ANALOG/ %. ,%.

DIGITAL

REGISTER

".'.V,

CLOCK COMPARATOR

r. .
)SHIFT

1_ i REGISTER

END OF PEAK DETECT
SWEEP INTERVAL%
COUNTER COUNTERf

L)REGISTER ]L
COUNT R.." ,

. uJ SELECT- "'-, '-""

(+ DIGITAL' PASS ". ,
ANALOG FILTER VIDEO

. ] / OUT

Fig. 10 - Peak %elect/hold circuit bhok diagram ., ,%

.' .-"

13 .X. %

-----------
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The circuit of Fig. 10 selects the largest sample in the peak detect interval; this value is not
necessarily the same as the peak value. We sample at a rate sufficient to preserve the video, i.e.,
about three samples per radar pulse width. The sampling loss is not considered significant. An alter-
nate method would involve the use of an analog peak detect/hold circuit, which would provide the
peak value. However, we found the first approach to be more expedient.

The AN/SPS-10 radar is known to incur L, when operating at 0.25-1s pulse width in conjunc-
tion with an AN/SPA-25 PPI set up to display maximum instrumented range. Both were readily
available at the CBD. An estimate of the AN/SPS-25 spot size was gained by applying a pulse train
to the display's video input. If the pulse width is kept small, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) can
be varied to obtain a set of just-resolvable range rings where the width of each ring corresponds to
the diameter of the spot. Thus, for a 10-in. display and 400 resolvable range rings, spot size is
approximately

5 in,. i
d - 0.0125 in

400 rings ring

Sweep speed is a function of displayed range. With a displayed range of 60 mi, sweep speed is
approximately

5 in,.i

s = 0.0068 in_-.
60 nmi x 12.3fis/nmi As

Figure I I shows an HP-618C signal generator inserting a signal into the AN/SPS-10 receiver
via its internal directional coupler. Figure 12 shows isolation of the pulse in the video displayed on an
oscilloscope using a 0.2-ps/div time base. Pulse length on the PPI for this approximately 0.3 us pulse
(the shortest obtainable) is

sT, 0.0068 in. x 0.3 ,s = 0.00204 in.
As

Therefore, from Eq. (3).

d 0.0125 6.1
sTp 0.00204

I .%

COUPLERRECEIVER DETECTIHOLDCM

L J

SIGNAL J"

GE NERATOR T3 _
TRAINF R

Fig I I Fxperininial .. t-up e

14
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Fig. 12 - Pulse from HP-618c inserted in the video

Figure 13(a) shows the range ring obtained from the HP-618C inserted pulse train as it appears
in the mismatched case; in Fig. 13(b) the improvement in detectability using the peak detection/hold
circuit is apparent. Since the inserted signal from the HP-618C signal generator roughly corresponds
to the 0.25-ps pulse width of the AN/SPS-10 radar, Figs. 13(a) and (b) are indicative of the improve-
ment possible in detecting weak targets at long ranges. A fairly good resolution match (16 samples at
approximately 10 MHz sampling rate equate to 1.6 ps x 0.0068 in./ps = 0.011 in. pulse duration vs
0.0125 in. estimated spot diameter) exists; in Fig. 13, two injected noise strobes 180 ° apart provide a
background reference illustrating constant display gain for the two setups. Data from the simulation
indicate the L, to be about 5 to 6 dB for linear detection and about 2 to 2.5 dB for square-law detec-
tion in this situation, of which approximately 4 to 5 dB and 1 to 1.5 dB respectively, are recoverable
with peak detection/holding. It is doubtful that I to 1.5 dB would provide the amount of improve-
ment seen in the PPI photos. Therefore, we conclude that the detection process was linear in this
region.

COLLAPSING RATIO IN CURRENT SHIPBOARD SYSTEMS

As previously indicated, maximum L, occurs when the display scale is switched to the max- .
imum instrumented range and the radar waveform is selected to provide the finest range resolution (it
is assumed this combination is employed in sea operations). For example, with the maximum range
set at 250 nmi on a SPA-25 display, an SPS-49 radar having a Mode I range resolution of 0.16 nmi
has 250/0.16 = 1543 range cells over about 400 display-resolvable cells. Thus, one display cell con-
tains about 1543/400 = 3.9 range cells with one of them containing signal and about three containing
noise alone. Table 2 summarizes the situation for several different radars used with the SPA-25
stroke display, measured to have about 400 resolvable range rings. Figure 5 shows the above exam-
pIe corresponding to an L, of about 4 dB in the raw video of which about 3.5 dB is theoretically
recoverable through peak detection/holding. ..

It can be seen from these few examples that collapsing ratios vary in the range of approximately'%
1 to 10, which, as shown, can lead to collapsing losses up to 6 or 7 dB. A display, with a resolution
that is coarser by a factor of two than the SPA-25 stroke display would increase the collapsing ratio to
the range of I to 20 and the corresponding L, to greater than 10 dB for linear detection. This could
be the case with a raster scan display having an inadequate number of lines per frame.
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(b)

Fig. 13 - PPI photos showing (a) nonnal video and (b) improvement in
detectability using peak detection/holding
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Table 2 - Collapsing Ratio for Several Radars

Max. Range Range No. of Range No. of Range

Radar Setting on Resolution Cells Over Cells per Type
Display 400 Rings Display Det(nmi) (nmi) Cell (p)

SPS-49 250 0.1600 1543 3.9 Coherent
(MODE 1)

BPS- 15 32 0.0082 3902 9.6 Diode

SPS-10 60 0.0210 2854 7.1 Diode

SPS-67 32 0.0082 3902 9.6 Diode

The SPA-25 is representative of displays currently found aboard ship. As a class, they would
be expected to experience L, when used with long range search radars with compressed (or
, compressed) pulse widths on the order of a microsecond or with shorter range radars with submi-

crosecond pulsewidths. The peak detect/hold technique is believed to be incorporated into airborne
radar systems such as the APS-1 16 and is suggested for shipboard use.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

If a radar and display are to be matched at all times the peak detect/hold interval will have to be
made a function of displayed range, i.e., sweep speed. Displayed range is selected by the PPI opera-
tor and is a display function. Several displays (possibly mixed types) may be displaying the same
video, but not set up for the same maximum range, or different videos (from the same or different
radars). These facts support a conclusion that the peak detect/hold circuit should be a display func-
tion instead of a radar function. Thus, the requirement for matching from Eq. (3),

sTP =d, p = !,

becomes

where Td is the required peak detect/hold interval. Hence,

Tp, = dIs (5)

and the peak detect/hold interval is inversely proportional to sweep speed. (Note that the peak
detect/hold interval is a display-dependent parameter only and is independent of the radar pulse width,
allowing the display to be associated with any radar through the usual switchboard arrangement and
remain pseudo matched in each case.)

This analysis applies to a stroke display. For a raster display. the situation is essentially the
same. In the usual scan-converter operation, the samples from the analog-to-digital (A/D) memory
are mapped from an rO (stroke) format to an xy (raster) format refresh memory. Sweep timing is
necessary for this mapping process. Thus, for both stroke and raster displays a sweep speed parame-
ter can be developed. This would most likely come from the setting of the range select control.
However, a direct measurement with corresponding normalization is also possible.
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The peak detect/hold method for reducing L, in displays also has an associated range offset.
Correction involves delaying the range zero trigger (Tm) to the display by the peak detect time inter-
val. In Fig. 14(a), one method of obtaining a variable delay is provided to add completeness to the
subject. Figure 14(b) shows a ROM-based approach for making the peak detect time interval a func-
tion of displayed range.

Tm

TRIGGER PL DoD, D 2
COHERENT
OR CLOCK SHIFT REGISTER
GATED
OSCILLATOR 000 1 2On

CLOCKFRM

N SELECT
FROM DATA SELECTOR (1 OF n)FIG 10 -

T%
TmdeI

(a)

.~RANGE SELECT

+N CIRCUIT
/ I- SELECT OF FIG. 10

\ ANALOG/DIGITAL

I- . . . .. J4....

.+N %w ",

ADDRESS
ROM

(b)

Fig. 14 - (a) Range offset correction circuit and (b) peak detect -' _
interval %elect circuit

An alternative that is not recommended but easier to implement. would be to provide an opera-
tor the capability to selectively employ a fixed time interval with an associated fixed offset correction.
The operator would then use the circuit whenever conditions warranted it.

.'

Parenthetically. note that synthetic video can be displayed without incurring the L, that would I

normally be encountered for narrow pulses by selecting a pulse width more consistent with a
representative spot sie. However, a loss in resolution could result at the shorter ranges. A trade-off
between resolution and L, could perhaps be made so that some degradation could be accepted in both
areas.

. .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that a collapsing loss occurs when a radar and its associated display are
mismatched, and that the maximum loss occurs when the display is set up to display maximum range.
We have also shown that, for linear detection, the loss can be greatly reduced by employing peak
detection/hold circuitry to obtain a pseudo resolution match between radar and display. The situation
is not as favorable for square-law detection. The simulation data suggest that the loss can be held to
about 1.5 dB (a 6 dB improvement) at a collapsing ratio of 10, about I dB (a 4 dB improvement) at a
collapsing ratio of 5 for linear detection, and about 1.25 dB (2 dB improvement) and 0.75 dB (1.5 dB
improvement) for square-law detection. These collapsing ratios are shown to be consistent with the
situation existing in current shipboard systems. However, the peak detect/hold method has an associ- -4,
ated range offset that should be compensated for, and, if the radar and display are to be matched at
all times, the peak detect/hold interval must be made a function of displayed range.

The question of whether almost/barely visible signals on a display correspond more closely to a
linear or square-law detection process is left open. The experimental data suggest it is linear. Some
researchers, e.g., Blake [51, lead us to conclude it is probably linear. However, it may be linear in
some radars and square law in others. In any event, additional investigation seems warranted.

Data were obtained for nonfluctuating targets, single-hit probability of detection, and at one PFA
(10-3). Since some of the Navy's radars (the SPS-10 is not among them) include postdetection
integration prior to PPI display, it would be worthwhile (especially for scan-converted dispays) to
investigate the effect of postdetection integration on L, with and without peak detection/holding. The
curves provided by Trunk [41 indicate postdetection integration would reduce L, with linear detection
and increase it with square-law detection. Study of the L, phenomenon for cases other than Swerling
Case 0 and at different PFA s would provide completeness to the subject but is not expected to change
the general character of the results.

The peak detect/hold method seems to be a promising means of alleviating the collapsing loss le
often found in displays, and we hope to consider ways of implementing it in Navy radar systems in
the future. The AN/SPA-25 (G) scan-converted display currently in development appears to be one
such candidate since NRL will have a test bed for this system at CBD.
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